Sunday, 2 January 2011

Storage ideas - Just Hold Me
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Whether your a make-up artist or enthusiast you will have no doubt come across a storage conundrum whist travelling somewhere.
The problem I have is keeping my brushes safe, I have had an experience of a M.A.C brush ruined because of this and I for one do not wish to repeat
that error.
I find when I have a make-up job or travelling that I end up with a few different bags which is an absolute waste of space. I have a brush holder
(which is so bulky) a small case for my products and a bigger bag for my palettes.
Recently I was introduced to the wonderful Hold Me bags, these practical and über cool accessories make a mockery of the flimsy garish make-up
bags you see now.
I was intrigued by the size of the large compartment and wondered if really I would get much in but it was surprisingly spacious. Width wise I can fit
an Urban Decay palette book and M.A.C palettes with ease but depth wise is isn't as generous. However if you use quad palettes you will fit a load in
here including mascaras, eyeliners, lipgloss etc.
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Inside the zip compartment there's a pouch hidden in the lining which I would use to store my liquid products just incase there's a spill but don't be
too disheartened if there is a tiny mishap as the lining is an easy clean material. The outer is made from New Suede which is a highly durable easy
clean fabric. It does get a little grubby but will clean.
I adored the print on the inside, this one is Miss Suki. A popular choice I believe and I'm not surprised, it's adorable and matches the lining of my suit
jacket perfectly look.
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Price
$95
Other selections are on sale at $55

Where to purchase
www.holdmecompany.com

Pro's and Con's
PRO'S
Portable, fantastic amount of space for brushes, washable, gorgeous print selections, great use of space.
CONS
The price will not be within every ones budget.
This bag provides a professional looking practical solution to carrying the bulk of your brush collection along with products.
The bag closed.
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Disclaimer - I was sent this sample to review, I am not affliated with this company all words and opinions are my own.

Whats you travelling solution?
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About Me

Carly
United Kingdom
I am a qualified beauty therapist and make-up artist with a love for anything fashion,beauty and jewellery related. My blog and YouTube
channel are a platform to show you my passion. Hope you enjoy!

http://www.glitterdollz7.co.uk/2011/01/storage-ideas-just-hold-me.html
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